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A f f o r d a b l e  C a r e  A c t             

December 2012 

November 15, 2012 was the deadline to sign up for our healthcare 

and retirement benefits for 2013 at Creighton University. During 

this process, I had the opportunity to reflect on the Supreme 

Court’s decision to uphold the Affordable Care Act (aka Obama 

care). My emotions are mixed. Yes, there is affordable  

insurance coverage with no denial due to preexisting conditions; 

over 86 million Americans will have coverage from preventative 

care and coverage for seniors with disabilities and so many more. 

However, the physician reimbursement for care is greatly reduced 

despite the increase in cost of medical education. Thus many  

physicians are going into early retirement because of the increase 

in providing care and students are opting out of health care  

professions into less expensive and more cost effective professions. Also, Tort Reform was 

inadvertently not addressed. No law is perfect and as human that we are, people do not 

like change. 

 

Our mission in HS-MACA remains true: “ to promote Creighton University Health  
Sciences as a recognized leader in the training and development of a multicultural 
healthcare workforce that serves to reduce health disparities in underserved and diverse 
communities through research, culturally proficient education, community interaction 
and engagements..We would continue to work very hard to engage our students and to 
teach them the true meaning of “Magis”.” That is why we are Creighton University, a 
Jesuit University with its values and purpose. This holiday season is a period for  
reflection and a time to remember who we are and why we exist. Happy Holidays to all 
our diversity students. 
 
Sade Kosoko-Lasaki, MD, MSPH, MBA 

Associate Vice President 

 

 

 
*Magis (pronounced "màh-gis") is a Latin word that means "the more." It is taken from 

Ad majorem Dei gloriam, a Latin phrase meaning "for the greater glory of God." Magis 

refers to the philosophy of doing more, for Christ, and therefore for others. It is an  

expression of an aspiration and inspiration. It relates to forming the ideal society  

centered around Jesus Christ       ………………………………..Wikipedia 
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Importance of Recruitment under the Affordable Health Act  
 

Channing Bunch,  MBA 

Assistant Director  

CNN, Business Newsweek and Wall Street Journal have had articles to address 

upcoming shortages in the healthcare arena.  As the Recruitment and Retention 

Manager for HS-MACA, 1 assist the health sciences school in the recruitment of 

students to the different health professions; I am encouraged and sadden at the 

same time. 

 

I am saddened  because when I reach my retirements years there may be a  

shortage of healthcare providers. Reports from various news outlets have stated 

there will be a physician shortage in the U.S. even before the Affordable Care Act 

was signed into law in 2010, according to the Association of American Medical  

Colleges. The group estimates that there will be a shortage of 63,000 doctors by 

2015 and 130,600 by 2025 in which the greatest demand will be for primary-care  

physicians. It has been determined that general practitioners, internists, family 

physicians and pediatricians will have a larger role under the new law, coordinating care for each patient. 

Currently, the U.S. has 352,908 primary-care doctors, and the estimates are that 45,000 more will be 

needed by 2020. 

 

The shortage is a result of several factors.  

1) A large number of medical professionals are reaching retirement age, as is a large group of  
patients: Nearly 15 million will become eligible for Medicare in the coming years, the Association 
of American Medical Colleges reports. 

2) There is a lack of residency spots available for students graduating from medical school.  
 

Earlier, I mentioned that I am encouraged because of the great opportunities we have to make an impact 

on reducing these numbers by recruiting a competitive applicant pool for the health professions schools. 

Here at Creighton, we have the best health sciences programs in the country committed to preparing  

future doctors for the medical challenges and opportunities that lie ahead in patient care, value-centered 

teaching, research and service.  

 

For HS-MACA to make an impact on the healthcare shortage we must continue to build upon 

our successful track record in recruiting underrepresented and disadvantaged students.  

 

Continue to revise our marketing campaign to reach underrepresented/disadvantaged  
Solidify our strong collaborative relationships with sister Jesuit schools around the United States 
Reemphasize the Creighton University culture of success, the close-knit campus community, and 
strong support programs for underrepresented and disadvantaged students.  

 
Focuses on recruitment areas that are currently geographically or strategically served by Creighton  

University, specifically three specific areas: 

1) the Midwest region 

2) Historically Black Colleges & University (HBCU) and Historically Hispanic Colleges and  
Universities (HHCU)  

1) schools with large diversity populations and other Jesuit institutions.  
 
 

Finally, we must remember all of these efforts are being done to create a healthcare workforce that 

looks like the community and country that Creighton serves. 

H S - M A C A  L i n k a g e  

https://www.aamc.org/newsroom/reporter/april11/184178/addressing_the_physician_shortage_under_reform.html
https://www.aamc.org/newsroom/reporter/april11/184178/addressing_the_physician_shortage_under_reform.html
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How President Obama’s historic  health reform law became                                         

my personal call  to  action  
 

Rebecca Valdez,  Program Supervisor  

Center for  Promoting Health and Health Equality  

In 2006, I was diagnosed with Stage 3 breast cancer with lymph node  

involvement. I had 3 surgeries in 30 days.  Because I had excellent health  

coverage through work I asked for the best oncology surgeon and radiation  

oncologist available. The experience was terrifying but I am alive!  Albeit, alive 

with a pre-existing condition. 

 

The Susan G. Komen Foundation reports except for skin cancers, breast cancer 

is the most common type of cancer among women in the United States. It is 

second only to lung cancer as a cause of cancer death among women. Every 3 

minutes a woman is diagnosed with breast cancer in the U.S. Every 13  

minutes a woman in America dies of breast cancer. Breast cancer is the most 

commonly diagnosed cancer and the leading cause of cancer death among Hispanic-American and 

Latina women. 

 

The good news is there are about two and half-million breast cancer survivors alive today in the 

United States and the number of deaths due to breast cancer seems to be declining. The Komen 

Foundation indicates a combination of early detection and more effective treatments is thought to 

be responsible for the declining death rates. 

 

After my breast care diagnosis, my first thought was ‘will I be able to continue to work because I 

need the healthcare coverage.’ President Obama’s signature legislation known as the Affordable 

Care Act is turning out to be the shining beacon we need in the fight against breast cancer. No 

woman should have to go through breast cancer without health insurance; and no woman with 

insurance should have to worry about losing coverage because of a pre-existing condition.  The 

health care reform law will be of great help to Hispanic and African American women who  

experience disparities in deaths, health outcomes, preventative health care access, and social  

determinants of health.   Here are a few things every cancer patient, survivor or family member 

should know: 

 

How Health Reform Eliminates Disparities 

Your insurance company cannot cancel your policy because of a breast cancer diagnosis. 

Your insurance company cannot charge you more during your plan year for a breast  

cancer diagnosis. 

Insurance companies will not be able to deny coverage to you because you have a 

pre-existing condition. 

The Affordable Health Care Act eliminates lifetime limits on coverage. 

Affordable health insurance will be available for every American. 

 

 

H S - M A C A  L i n k a g e  
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How President Obama’s historic  health reform law became                                           

my personal call  to  action  

 

 
 

Preventative Health Care Access 
Because communities of color often turn to community health centers for primary and preventive 

care, the Affordable Health Care Act makes additional funding available for preventative services 

such as well-woman visits, and no cost, no co-pay mammograms for women over 40. 

 

The Affordable Health Care Act also includes opportunities for additional support to community 

health workers who are often seen as a trusted source of information.  Community health  

workers also known as ‘promotoras’ in the Hispanic community will be provided with dedicated 

funding for training, and supervision to expand culturally and linguistically appropriate services. 

      

My Personal Call to Action 
I am happy the legislation is taking us the right direction to address health disparities but the 

law alone will not improve access to health care.   In part because of my breast cancer experience 

but mostly because there is work to be done, I have chosen to carry breast cancer health  

awareness and prevention messages deep into the Hispanic community in Omaha.  I like to call it 

my own little personal call to action.  The incidence rates of breast cancer in Hispanic women are 

lower than for their white counterparts but the Hispanic women with breast cancer have higher 

mortality rates.  

 

We must promote positive health behaviors and outcomes.  There must be a culture of effective 

communication among the patient, and health care provider with or without the health care  

reform law. 

 

In March, Dr. Sade Kosoko-Lasaki of Creighton University’s School of Medicine and I developed 

VIVO LATINA under the umbrella of Health Sciences – Multicultural and Community Affairs, 

Center for Promoting Health and Health Equity. 

 

VIVO LATINA is a comprehensive health program linking breast health education, outreach, and 

patient navigation for Omaha’s most vulnerable population – Hispanic men and women.  

Premised on the belief that Hispanic women tend to seek medical attention for breast cancer 

symptoms much later than other ethnic groups, its mission is to improve health outcomes and 

save lives. 

 

According to the Nebraska Department of Health and Human Services and the Women’s Health 

Advisory Council that while Nebraska is becoming more racially and ethnically diverse, the inci-

dence rates of breast cancer in Hispanic women are lower than for their white counterparts; how-

ever, Hispanic women with breast cancer have higher mortality rates.  This may be attributed to 

a variety of barriers – limited English proficiency; cultural stigma; and a general mistrust of the 

health system. 
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The VIVO LATINA navigation program utilizes culturally competent and trained individuals to 

stand alongside the patient to reduce cancer disparities and achieve health equity. The  

navigation care can address communication and information barriers, medical system barriers, 

bias, and socio-economic barriers.  Navigation services are provided at no cost. Services may  

include breast health awareness education; treatment options; and transportation assistance. 

 

VIVO LATINA does not thrive alone.  It recently partnered with organizers of the 2012  

Bi-National Health Women’s Event to promote early detection and appropriate screening. By 

working together we were able to provide clinical breast exams to Hispanic women at no cost.    

The event culminated with 118 clinical breast exams completed. 

 

My struggle with breast cancer may be over; however, there are still lots of daily reminders and 

residual effects  – forgetting how to spell due to ‘chemo brain’, neuropathy in my hands and feet, 

and oh yes, my new hair that just doesn’t feel or look the same as it used to before, but I am alive. 

No one should have to go through breast cancer without knowing about all the options available 

to her or without a hand to hold onto.  Hispanic women need to hear messages of hope and  

survival. 

 

For more information or to become an involved partner, please contact Rebecca 

Valdez at 402-280-2389 or e-mail rebeccavaldez1@creighton.edu 
 

How President Obama’s historic health reform law became      

      my personal call to action 

 
 

H S - M A C A  L i n k a g e  

Know What’s Normal for You 
See your health care provider right away if you notice any of these breast changes. 

Lump, hard knot or thickening     Itchy, scaly sore or rash on the nipple 

Swelling, warmth, redness or darkening     Pulling in our your nipple or other parts 

        of the breast 

Change in the size or shape of the breast      Nipple discharge that starts suddenly 

Dimpling or puckering of the skin    New pain in one spot that doesn’t go 

        away. 

  

 

mailto:rebeccavaldez1@creighton.edu
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A f f o r d a b l e  C a r e  A c t  a n d  i t s  I m p a c t  o n  

S t u d e n t s  

 
Jennifer  Kubi la,  MEd  

CPHHE Program Coordinator  

In a nation of changing demographics, it is important to maintain a representative  

balance of population and workforce. However, some minority groups are severely  

underrepresented in sciences and health care occupations, undermining the nation’s 

strengths as a leader in science, health and technological advances.  It is becoming  

increasingly clear that as the population demographics move toward increasing  

numbers of diverse individuals, the future health and prosperity of the United States 

will depend on equitable representation and participation in science, health, and  

technological occupations.  

 

The Center for Promoting Health and Health Equality provides an eight week Sum-

mer  

Biomedical Sciences Research Institute (SRI) for undergraduate students. The goal of SRI is to enhance pre

-college science education and to increase the pool of underrepresented minorities interested and qualified 

to pursue careers in the biomedical sciences.  

 

The Affordable Care Act (ACA) will help SRI students within the biomedical sciences field in multiple 

ways:  

 

More loans for students. “The Affordable Care Act increases the Federal government’s investment in Pell 

Grants by $40 billion, to ensure that all eligible students receive an award and that these awards are in-

creased in future years to help keep pace with the rising costs of a college education.”  

 

Loan Forgiveness Program. “Many individuals in health professions are eligible for generous  

student loan forgiveness programs under current Department of Education programs… including Public 

Sector Loan Forgiveness.”   

 

Repayment Plans.  “The Affordable Care Act expands the existing income-based student loan repayment 

programs…by capping payments at 10 percent of their discretionary income (down from 15 percent) and 

forgiving loans after 20 years…public sector employees will still have their loans forgiven after 10 years.” 

 

Students who wish to pursue careers in biomedical sciences spend an average of 8 years beyond their un-

dergraduate education by earning graduate, doctorate and/or post-doctorate degrees, taking them out of the 

workforce for many years.  By the time students return to the workforce they are working at higher educa-

tion institutions or within the public sector, often leading to lesser paying jobs. Students will not have to 

worry about obtaining financial aid or loan repayment because of the programs the ACA is now providing.  

H e a l t h  S c i e n c e s — M u l t i c u l t u r a l  a n d  C o m m u n i t y  A f f a i r s  
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Ready. Fire. Aim.  
 

 

Jeffrey Lang,  MS,  ABD 

Academic Success Counselor  

The new Affordable Healthcare Act known as Obama care was signed 

into law without thorough inspection from either political party.  As 

stated by Representative Nancy Pelosi, “just sign it, and then read it.”  

 

Every Democrat voted for the law while a few Republicans crossed the 

aisle in support.  The most interesting aspect was the Blue Dog Democ-

rats. They are socially conservative members of the Democratic Party 

that tend to be pro-life.  Every one of them held out until the end but only 

to compromise their principles for a Ben Nelson “Cornhusker Kick Back.” 

While I value the idea of every person having access to health care, I am 

taking a wait and see approach to the outcome. 

 

The history of the United States has had many exceptional, positive moments but it has also 

had many regrettable moments. For example, the eugenic scientists applauding the unethical 

research in Nazi Germany while sterilizing mentally ill patients and women deemed to be 

“loose” here in the US; the extermination of Native Americans by government force; and the 

Tuskegee experiment was another example of a eugenic approach to human life. Underrepre-

sented populations have been treated as expendable. A philosophical example of this dark side 

of American history is the Lifeboat Theory. It poses a scenario of a ship sinking and a lifeboat 

in the water with a limited capacity. If everyone is allowed on the lifeboat, the lifeboat will sink 

and no one will survive. This is where underserved and underrepresented populations should 

be concerned. Will they ever get to be in the boat?  

 

Lastly, I have serious issue with President Obama’s narrow definition of the religious con-

science clause.  He is mandating the Catholic Church to provide health care coverage for all its 

employees even for acts against the church’s 2000 year old beliefs.  Already, Obama’s home 

state of Illinois has shut down Catholic Social Services for refusing to violate their consciences.  

Precedent has been set.  This is more than a response to Obama’s contention that Christians 

cling to their bibles and their guns.  It is about religious liberty which our government is sup-

posed to protect, not  

dictate. 

 

I hope that the Affordable Care Act results in something beneficial for all.  How it has been 

thrust upon us has led to my reticence to support it.  I regrettably lack faith in government to 

choose what is best for me and my family.  The past transgressions especially for the underrep-

resented populations have led me to this belief.  The focus of my job was to empower the people 

to create positive change.  I hope this top-down approach doesn’t interfere with the progress 

that has been made.  The government gets bigger and I feel smaller. Now I am forced to rely on 

its benevolence, warts and all. 

H e a l t h  S c i e n c e s — M u l t i c u l t u r a l  a n d  C o m m u n i t y  A f f a i r s  
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Affordable Health Care Act and Care for Everyone  
 

 

 

Justin Daugherty,  MFA 

Administrative Ass istant  

I've never been big on the idea that the government should keep its hands off of 

_______. I like my roads, the open-ended highways, the availability of travel. I 

want my sewers functional. I like knowing that nuclear power is regulated, 

that the process of said power isn't simply wait-and-see-what-happens. I like 

knowing that some things are taken care of, even if they aren't perfect.  

 

I'm also a fan of providing for those who cannot take care of themselves. Call 

that what you want. But, it's compassion. It's not socialism, not liberalism. I 

think women ought to be able to get basic reproductive care provided by their 

employers. I do not think that any insurance company should ever be able to 

deny insurance based on pre-existing conditions. To me, that seems like basic 

logic. It's not “if...then...” and it's not the government trying to take over your life.  

 

The poor and uninsured will have health insurance.  

 

Think about that. Let it get inside you. Millions and millions of people will be have access to basic 

healthcare. Say what you will about overregulation (which, again, I do not care about) or what-

ever, but the poor and sick will be able to receive care. Women will have basic services provided 

for them and will have access to reproductive care as part of their insurance options.  

 

I'm not going to argue this as a liberal-conservative thing. Health should be a basic right. It 

should be. I don't care what you say about politics. I should have access to care. That's it.  

Regardless of where I work, what conditions I have or might have in the future, what sex I am. I 

should have access to care. And, now, people who do not have access to basic care will have it. 

That's a big deal.  

 

Read Ezra Klein's “11 Facts About the Affordable Care Act” from 6/24/12 in the Washington Post. 

Read other opinions and editorials and fact sheets and blogs and essays. I'm not going to form or 

change your opinion here. Chances are you had an opinion before the ACA was passed and that 

opinion has not changed since it was passed. Chances are none of what anyone tells you – unless 

it confirms your opinions – is going to make a bit of difference in how you view the world. That's 

just how things are. But. Don't you feel that everyone should have access to basic care? Doesn't 

that feel like a world you want to live in: one where the sick and going-to-be-sick have a little 

more assurance that they will be cared for, no matter what, that we as a people take the health of 

all our citizens seriously, that this isn't about money or profit or wages for the top earners going 

down? And, if that isn't a world you want to live in, the question is, sadly, why not?  

H S - M A C A  L i n k a g e  
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As the Outreach Coordinator of HS-MACA, I have the opportunity to help in  

continuation of existing middle school students in the HSMACA pipeline  

program.  I work hands on with students teaching them the fundamentals of 

math and science as they relate to health disparities.  Our intent is to develop 

students who will go on to contribute to a multicultural health care workforce. 

 

I  am a product of previous HSMACA pipeline programs.  As a participant in 

the Summer Research Institute and the Saturday Academy programs, I was 

able to escape the perils of my destitute home environment and be nurtured in 

an atmosphere of earning that encouraged growth and academic excellence. 

 

Organ dissections, organic chemistry, medical terminology… These are things that were fun to 

learn, but that I also eventually needed.  As a biology major preparing for medical school, I often  

reference the material that I learned as a student in the pipeline. 

 

Understanding how the pipeline has helped me to prepare for a health career allows me to  

engage our students with the same passion and intensity that my teachers had for me.  The  

material we present will motivate and prepare students to pursue a career in health care  

contributing to a multicultural health care workforce. 

Affordable Health Care Act as it Relates to the Focus on Health 

 Middle School Program 
 

Ms. JaQuala Yarbro  

Middle School  Outreach Coordinator  

H e a l t h  S c i e n c e s — M u l t i c u l t u r a l  a n d  C o m m u n i t y  A f f a i r s  
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Healthcare Disparities in Vision -  

A Perspective on the Latino Community in Omaha  

 

Fahad Khan,  4th Year Medical  Student  

I have volunteered with the Health Sciences’ Multicultural and Com-

munity Affair’s Glaucoma Screening Initiative, a program that sets up 

community screenings in order to address some of the vision health dis-

parities in the pre-dominantly African-American and Hispanic commu-

nities in Omaha, NE. A recurring theme I discovered from my volun-

teering experiences through the Glaucoma Screening Initiative is that 

a health care provider’s recommendation for vision screening is one of 

the most influential factors towards a patient actually obtaining that 

screening. A second theme I discovered in the Latino community in 

South Omaha is that many of the newly diagnosed patients with glau-

coma, along with other undetected eye diseases, were at times com-

pletely unaware of common conditions or even where to seek information or care for it. 

Most people showing up to these screenings had no idea what glaucoma was, or how it 

could cause blindness. Through the community initiative, we attempted to increase health 

literacy in the region by providing health education and information about glaucoma and 

other common eye disorders, diagnosing and referring to local ophthalmologists and op-

tometrists for care, and more importantly, instilling a concern and appreciation for one’s 

sight. The education and support received by people will further garner and strengthen the 

desire to protect vision in members from both the African-American and Hispanic commu-

nities.  

 

In addition to participating in the Glaucoma Screening Initiative, I hoped to learn more 

about the Latino community here in Omaha. I decided to have weekly visits to local restau-

rants in South Omaha, where there is a substantial Latino and Hispanic population. I have 

had multiple informal interactions about vision health and healthcare with the members of 

the Latino community in South Omaha. Unfortunately, I found that although most patients 

knew about refractive errors or the need to wear glasses, peoples’ knowledge about condi-

tions that are prevalent in the Latino community was severely lacking. Other than a hand-

ful of local patrons, most people did not know of any other condition that can affect the eye, 

much less about screening recommendations for glaucoma. Even more interesting was the 

fact that out of the people interviewed, a large percentage were lacking any form of health 

insurance or other means of seeking care for vision-related ailments. I experienced first-

hand, how the lack of knowledge and access to healthcare could lead to the creation and 

maintenance of vision health disparities in the Latino community.  

 

H e a l t h  S c i e n c e s — M u l t i c u l t u r a l  a n d  C o m m u n i t y  A f f a i r s  
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Healthcare Disparities in Vision -  

A Perspective on the Latino Community in Omaha  
 

In conclusion, it is no surprise that physicians require the trust of their patients in order to 

treat them effectively.34 Historically, some minority groups have had negative experiences 

with the health care system. This has led to mistrust and lower satisfaction with care 

among African-American patients and ultimately, a poorer health status.16 As a method to 

address this issue, we employed professionally trained and culturally competent interpret-

ers for the Latino community in South Omaha. We were pleased to discover that culturally 

and linguistically competent health care will result in better physician-patient communica-

tion and would facilitate more successful patient education efforts.  

 

This in turn could lead to modification of health behavior and eventually, healthier patients. 

In order to achieve cultural competency, there needs to be dialogue, understanding, and em-

pathy between members of the healthcare fields and members of under-served and minority 

communities. In my personal experience with the Latino community of Omaha, I have found 

that much of the damage from chronic conditions like Glaucoma is augmented by a lack of 

knowledge and education on behalf of the patient. With many recent immigrants coming to 

areas of South Omaha who are not English proficient, there must be a significant effort on 

the part of physicians to become culturally competent and educate and empower the Latino 

community in order to provide patients with what they need most—knowledge on prevalent 

conditions in their own communities and access to the best healthcare. Strategies that im-

prove communication between health care providers and patients will improve vision 

screening and treatment adherence. We must include culturally and linguistically appropri-

ate delivery of preventative health care as well as public health messages to enhance aware-

ness and education about these important health topics. Through improved education and 

communication that will eventually lead to increased health literacy, we can empower pa-

tients to stay healthy and become productive members of the community.   

H S - M A C A  L i n k a g e  
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O B A M A C A R E  

 
Sameera Alocozy 

Premedical  Post  baccalaureate  2012  

H S - M A C A  L i n k a g e  

On March 23, 2010 President Obama signed the Affordable Healthcare 

Act, an unprecedented step towards universalizing healthcare in the 

United States, making it more accessible and affordable to about 44  

million Americans who otherwise could not afford it. As someone who 

grew up in Germany, with one of the most comprehensive and efficient 

healthcare systems in the world, I drew a long sigh of relief when the bill 

was passed.  

 

Finally! We had caught on to what makes a healthcare system ideal:   

Accessibility and affordability, two factors that had evaded the American 

healthcare system for too long.  Until now, healthcare access was  

monopolized by insurance companies who could freely exploit their policy 

holder by setting sky-high premiums, suddenly dropping policy holders when they got sick or  

setting lifetime dollar limits on their plans. Thanks to the Affordable Healthcare Act, insurance 

companies are prohibited from such actions.  Unfortunately, critics are hampering the progress of 

this Act with unsupported fallacies and slandering before the policy even has gone into full effect.  

 

Contrary to the absurd claim made by its opponents, that the Affordable Healthcare Act is a  

government take-over of the healthcare sector, it will actually take the control from the insurance 

companies and put it in the hands of the people.  Insurance companies will have to compete with 

each other in an open marketplace, or exchange, where individuals and business owners can  

compare policies and shop around for health insurance. Furthermore, Medicaid eligibility is  

expanded so that more people will qualify.  Although states have the option to not participate in 

this expansion, those states that do will receive significant subsidies and support from the federal 

government.  

 

Another outrageous claim is that businesses will suffer because they will be forced to offer  

insurance to their employees.  According to research done by the Independent Congressional 

Budget Office, the bill will actually lower health insurance premiums for the same insurance by 4 

percent for small businesses and 3 percent for large businesses.  Businesses could actually save 

up to 2000 dollars per employee through this plan.  

 

Some critics argue further that businesses will refuse to offer health insurance to their employees 

and opt to simply pay the penalty fine.  Research by Mercer, RAND Cooperation, Urban Institute 

and the Congressional Budget Office predict that employers will offer insurance to their workers 

in order to remain competitive and attract top talent. Interestingly, the healthcare plan in  

Massachusetts, which has served as the model for the Affordable Health Care Act, and was 

signed by none other than Mitt Romney, is very successful and popular.  

 

The Affordable Healthcare Act, or Obama Care, will ensure that everyone will have healthcare 

coverage, regardless of sex, gender, age or socioeconomic status. People no longer have to rely on 

charity or the emergency room for treatment.  The costs of running up thousands of dollars in 

emergency bills for non-critical conditions or treating progressive illnesses when it is too late will 

be dramatically reduced under Obama care.  
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O B A M A C A R E  

 
 

The shared responsibility or individual mandate will require that all persons not covered by an 

employer-sponsored plan, Medicaid, Medicare or other public health insurance,  purchase a  

private insurance or pay a penalty. Tax credits based on income level are offered to help those 

who cannot afford to purchase insurance. Children can remain under their parents’ plan until the 

age of 26. Firms with 50 or more employees have to provide insurance or be charged a shared  

responsibility fee per every employee that the government subsidizes. Small businesses, with up 

to 50 employees may receive government subsidies if they purchase insurance through an  

exchange.  

 

Another vital feature of Obama Care is its emphasis on preventive care. The bill mandates that 

all insurance plans cover essential preventive care and screening for what the US Preventative 

Service Task Force deems necessary, without charging co-payments, co-insurance or deductibles.  

Thus certain healthcare conditions can be diagnosed and treated in time, before they escalate into 

major problems that will be difficult and costly to treat, later on. Additionally, all insurance plans 

must cover immunization and vaccination without charging co-payments, co-insurance or  

deductibles.  Moreover, women can benefit through the Contraceptive Mandate, which requires 

insurance plans to cover contraceptive measures and breastfeeding support without charging a co

-payment or deductible.  One does not have to be a physician to see the immense health benefits 

in a policy that encourages people to stay healthy through affordable regular check-ups and 

screening rather than to wait until they get sick.   

 

Aside from the many economic and health benefits of Obama Care, it is the right thing and the 

humane thing to do. Why should a great nation such as ours leave our most vulnerable, the sick 

and the dying, at the mercy of profit-making insurance companies? Why should HIV, cancer  

victims and others suffering from a pre-existing condition be left to fend for themselves because 

no insurance plan will cover them? Obama care makes it possible for these patients to attain fair 

coverage.  

 

Although I am very excited about the prospects of Obama care, it will not affect how I practice 

medicine in the future. Either way, patient care has and will be my priority. All physicians take 

the Hippocratic Oath to preserve life in all circumstances, making healthcare more affordable and 

accessible through Obama care is a direct extension of this oath.   

H e a l t h  S c i e n c e s — M u l t i c u l t u r a l  a n d  C o m m u n i t y  A f f a i r s  
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T h o u g h t s  o n  t h e  A f f o r d a b l e  C a r e  A c t  

 
 

Dele Ajagbe  

Predental  Post  baccalaureate 2012  

H S - M A C A  L i n k a g e  

The Affordable Care Act was signed by President Barack Obama on March 

23, 2010.  Just this past June, the Supreme Court ruled that many of the 

law’s key provisions were constitutional. However, the court’s ruling did 

significantly restrict the expansion of Medicaid. This Health care reform 

has been a hotly debated issue, and has been coined “Obama care” by 

many conservatives.  

 

Unfortunately much of the general public has received confusing and bi-

ased information about how the law will affect their health, and most im-

portantly, their pocketbooks. It is crucial as a young person and future 

healthcare provider that I keep up to date with the implications of this 

law. However, I can admit that, I too, have been overwhelmed by the differing opinions of the 

pundits, and am largely unaware of the true impact of the law. Using reputable, bi/non-partisan 

sources, I explored the details of the legislation, and offer a brief overview here. 

 

The Affordable Care Act is a far-reaching health care law that has put into motion the creation of 

a national insurance system that aims to greatly reduce the number of Americans without 

healthcare coverage.  This has historically been a goal of democratic presidents for the last 75 

years. The law focuses on offering insurance to more than 30 million people by providing federal 

subsidies to help lower and middle income Americans to buy private coverage. The law also calls 

for increased oversight, to limit the government reimbursements to Medicaid claims, to only those 

that are effective. It also offers incentives to providers that bundle services instead of charging 

per individual procedure. These changes directly impacting physicians and other health care pro-

viders will roll out in 2015. The aim is to modify payments of claims based on value and not quan-

tity.  

 

In 2013 the Insurance Exchange, a competitive insurance marketplace, will allow individuals and 

businesses to purchase healthcare plans. Each state must decide whether they will create their 

own exchange program or allow the federal government run one for them. This will stop insur-

ance providers from denying coverage on the basis of pre-existing conditions. By 2014, the law 

mandates that all individuals must have insurance coverage, and tax credits will become avail-

able to help families afford their coverage. The projections by the non-partisan Congressional 

Budget Office show that the law will reduce the federal deficit by 138 billion dollars over a dec-

ade.  Over time the savings is estimated to also impact families and individuals as well. 

 

Some of the commonly known changes due to the law include young adults having the opportu-

nity to stay on their parents insurance until age 26. Also, for those that have a private health in-

surance plan, many preventive care visits will no longer be subject to deductibles, or co pays. This 

overarching health reform also indicates a shift from treatment/disease based care to community 

and preventative care, with funding for community health centers.  The law has provisions for 

bonus payments, scholarships, loan repayment, and new training for health care providers like 

nurses, physicians, and other allied health professionals. 
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Thoughts on the Affordable Care Act 

 

 
 

 

In my opinion, the Affordable Care Act is a courageous effort to lower cost, and increase access to 

health care. It is a complicated issue in the United States, and I feel that this is only the first step 

to seeing significant change to the health and wellness of all Americans. By focusing on preventa-

tive care and wellness, individuals do not have to pay the high cost of receiving treatment down 

the line. As an aside, the only aspect lacking in this law is a solution for the broken dental care 

system in the United States. I hope this frontier will be addressed as we see the success and fail-

ures of the new law in primary care. It has yet to be seen if the law is an improvement or a detri-

ment, but I applaud the government for making this effort, and I hope that politics will not get in 

the way of promoting a healthier country. 

 

Further Reading: 

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services: http://www.hhs.gov/ 

HealthCare.gov: http://www.healthcare.gov/index.html 

The Center for Public Integrity: http://www.publicintegrity.org/ 

Bipartisan Policy Center: http://bipartisanpolicy.org/ 

 

H S - M A C A  L i n k a g e  
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Community Outreach Primary Care Program and Affordable Care Act  

 

 

Justin Daugherty,  MFA 

Administrative Ass istant  

With funding of 2.1M in an endowment award from the Na-

tional Institute of Health (NIH), Creighton University’s Com-

munity-Oriented Primary Care (COPC) Public Health Re-

search Endowment aims to promote preventive medicine, in-

crease student involvement in public health, strengthen tu-

toring services, and increase the number of medical students 

interested in conducting health disparity research. One of 

the main goals of COPC is to increase the awareness and un-

derstanding of health disparities that we see in our commu-

nities today.  

 

With the Affordable Care Act, a continued focus on the goals 

of COPC is of great importance. We continue to enhance student involvement in 

public health through preventative care and exposure to knowledge about health 

disparities. One of the programs in COPC is Common Ground, an endowed forum 

in which students learn from selected speakers about health disparity issues. Fur-

ther, COPC provides opportunities for medical students to engage in an eight 

week COPC health disparity research project during the summer. Each student is 

paired with a faculty researcher with expertise in public health research.  

 

The Affordable Care Act brings the issue of cost -effective care to the forefront, an 

issue important to the underserved in our society. As we continue to see changes 

in the healthcare marketplace, it is important that we continue to provide focus 

on educating medical students on health disparities and the importance of ad-

dressing those disparities within underserved communities.  
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P o s t  b a c c a l a u r e a t e  P r e d e n t a l   

C l a s s  o f  2 0 1 2  

 

L-R—Nicole Nelson—Arizona, Robert Robinson—Louisiana, Delle Ajagbe—Minnesota, Jonathan Aragon—

New Mexico, Cecilia Miyares—Illinois 

Biography  

Nicole Nelson—Graduated from Arizona State University 

Robert Robinson—Graduated from Xavier University of Louisiana 

Delle Ajagbe—Graduated from University of Michigan 

Jonathan Aragon—Graduated from University of New Mexico—Albuquerque 

Cecilia Miyares—Graduated from Butler University 

H S - M A C A  L i n k a g e  
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P o s t  b a c c a l a u r e a t e  P r e m e d i c a l   

C l a s s  o f  2 0 1 2  

 

L-R—Lich Pham—Washington, Mugeta Mugeta—Alabama, Raul Canchari-Ames—Nebraska, Sameera Alocozy—

California, Matthew Ogbeide, Oklahoma 

Front Row— Sarah Nguyen—California, Shradha Samuel—Missouri 

Biography  

Lich Pham—Graduated from Western Washington University 

Mugeta Mugeta—Graduated from University of Alabama-Birmingham 

Raul Canchari-Ames—Graduated from University of Nebraska-Lincoln 

Sameera Alocozy—Graduated from University of California-Berkley 

Matthew Ogbeide—Graduated from Texas Christian University 

Sarah Nguyen—Graduated from University of California-San Diego  

Shradha Samuel—Graduated from Missouri University of Science and Technology 
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Outreach Coordinator 
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HEALTH SCIENCES 

MULTICULTURAL AND  COMMUNITY AFFAIRS 

“MACA is the Mecca for Diversity” 

“A place where excellence is expected and achieved”  

www.creighton.edu/health/hsmaca 

HS-MACA Mission Statement 

To promote Creighton University Health Sciences as a recognized leader in the training 

and development of a multicultural healthcare workforce that serves to reduce health  

disparities in the underserved and diverse communities through research, culturally  

proficient education, community interaction and engagement. 


